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"width" here means height above the surface of the 
table. 

to 20,000 waves for each plate it goes through. There
fore, the small portion of the original bundle of rays 
that has traversed the whole eighteen plates is about 
360,000 waves behind the portion that did not go 
through any of them. So soon as one recalls the fact 
that color is due merely to differences in the rate of 
vibration, he can see that this gradual retardation 
must break up the beam, not into all the colors of the 
rainbow, but into infinitesimally delicate shades of 
some one hue. The instrument is not intended to give 
a full spectrum, but to examine microscopically a 
minute portion of it. 

The Current SupplelDent. 

The current SUPPLEMENT, No. 1191, contains many 
articles of great interest. The " Ghost Dance," by 
Cosmos Mindeleff, is continued and is illustrated by en
gravings from the reports of the Bureau of Ethnology. 
This series of two articles is particularly interesting in 
view of the uprising in the Northwest. The" Trunk 
Trick" describes an interesting trick which has proved 
very popular in Paris and London, and is fully illus
trated. .. The Improved Photogravure Process for 
Printing from Stone, Aluminum, Zinc, and Copper," by 
Benno Koerner, gives practical directions for working 
the same. "The Opening Address before the British 
Association," by Prof. W. F. R. Weldon, President of 
Section D, discusses the principal objections which are 
urged against the theory of natural selection and de
scribes the way in which these objections may be met. 

"Recent Advances in Science," by Prof. Virchow, is 
also a most important paper. An article on "Phos
phorescence " completes this issue. 

But the lengths vary. If a ruler or other straight 
edge be brought against the series, so as to bring their 
left-hand euds in a line, it will be discovered that the 
other ends do not match. but constitute a regular flight 
of steps. The first domino is an inch or more long. The 
second is shorter by 1 millimeter. The third is 2 milli
meters shorter. The eighteenth is 18 millimeters shorter, 
and therefore is not more than a third of an inch 
long. 

When this instrument is in use, the ray of light to be 
analyzed is sent through the whole series from the 
wide to the narrow end; and the magnifying appara
tus or eyepiece is placed next the latter. It will be 
perceived, therefore, that if the beam be wide enough, 
this succession of events will ensue: After going 
through the first plate in the series, most of the light 
will pass on through the next one, but a small portion 
of it will come out in to the open air, in consequence 
of the diminution in size of the second block. That 
portion which comes out will travel parallel with that 
which goes into the second plate, but it will move a 
trifle fascer', because the glass offers some resistance to 
its progress-only a little, yet enough to produce a cer
tain peculiar optical effect. 

Owing to its peculiar shape, Prof. Michelson calls 
his device an "echelon spectroscope." Although the 
design is exceedingly simple, the construction is un
speakably difficult. The plan here employed for treat
ing a light ray makes lIecessary a degree of uniformity 
in the thickness and levelness of the plates that can 
scarcely be imagined by the uninitiated. Workman
ship of the most wonderful precision is required in the 
process of manufacture. In practice, the optician 
would make one little plate of glass of the proper 
thickness and smoothness, having, as the mathema
ticians say, .. perfectly plane and parallel surfaces," and 
then cut this up into the proper number of pier.-es.
New York Tribune. 
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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS, 

Agricultural IlDplelDents. 

THRESHING MACHINE.-JAMEs E. WOOD, Het
land, South Dakota. With the automatic bundle.feed
er and rotary threshing cylinder of this machine are can· 
npcted an Intermediate band-cutter compo.ed of a rotary 
shaft having a series of curved cutters or blades, and 
a vibratiug table provided with slota for the blades, the 
table being hinged in the rear of the shaft and extending 
forward of the latter to a point contiguons with the cyl
mder. Cams on the .haft successively vibrate the tahle. 
All shafts are driven from the threshing cylinder by 
means of belts. All moving parts operate simulta
neously. 

REEL FOR HARVESTERS.-JOHN C. LEE, Climax, 
Minn. The purpose of this invention is so to construct 
a harve.ter-reel that the bladel\ Illily be givp,J). any de. 
sired lateral or horizontal inclination relRtive to the reel
shaft. and may be quickly restored to the usual straight 
position. To this end the reel shaft is made in two tele
scopic sections, the exterior section having V -shaped 
.lots, one at the front and one at the rear. A sleeve on 
the exterior section has opposite angular slots. the arm s 

of one slot being I inclined upwardly from the center 
and the arms of the other slot being inclined downwardly 
from the center. A pin extends from the Interior section 
of the shaft into all of the slots. Means are provided for 
operating the sleeve. 

SPRINKLER.-J<lHN E,vANS, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
This sprinkler is designed to deposit upon plants a liquid 
poison, by which vermin on the plants may be killed. 
The device comprises one or more tanks or reservoirs, 
and a drag-bar for each tank, the bars controlling valved 
outlets from the tank. and being actuated by engagement 
with the plants. 

CULTIVATOR.-W,LLIAM H. SAYER, Adams, Ore. 
By means of the present invention, the shovels of a cul
tivator may be caused to travel at any desired depth or to 
be carried entirely out of the ground. In the main frame 
a crank-axle is mounted which is provided with wheels. 
Cultivator-shanks, having blades, are carried by the 
frame. Pivotally connected with the main frame by its 
forward end is an auxiliary wheel-supported frame. By 
means of an adjusting lever on the main frame and a 
connection between the lever and the crank-axle the cul
tivator·blades may be rai6ed or lowered .lightly. By means 
of a second lever, the blades can be carried deeply into the 
soil or ... ised entirely from engagement with the ground. 

Bicycle Appliances. 

BICYCLE-FRAME.-MosEs L. H ALL, Knobel, Ark. 
Th" purpose of this invention is so to construct the seat

mast that a perfect spring·seat will be obtained, and that 
the distance between the seat and the pedals will remain 
constant. To this end the saddle-post is spring-con
trolled, and the spring-eontrolled crank-hanger at
tached to the saddle-post i. made movable therewith. 
In alder that the chain may be kept tight under all con
ditions, the Im'entor journals thp. rear wheel of the bicycle 
in. head-blocks moving in the rear forks. Springs guided 
by pins projected from the head-blocks normally pull 
the head-blocks rearwardl,r and with them tbe shaft and 
its sprocket-wheel. 

TIRE.-OSKAR E. NATHANSON, Copenhagen, Den
mark. This invention provides tires for the wheels of 
cycles and other vehicles, which are possessed of the same 
resiliency as pneumatic tires, and which need not be 
inflatetl, the tires not being uffected by puncture. The 
tire consisls of au inner rigid ring. two additIOnal rings 
outward from the inner ring and at each side thereof, an 
elllBtic·tube mclosing these additional rings and engaging 
the adjacent side of the inner ring, a wooden ring lying 
outside and between tue last named rings, being in en· 
gagement with the elastic tube on the side exactly oppo
site that eng8.;!;ing the inner ring, and an envelop inclos 
ing all tlle rings. 

Engineering IlDprovelDents. 

"ROTARY ENGINE.-ALME" N. BLAZER. Mescalero, 
New Mexico. The engine forming the .ubject of the 
present invention has cylinders opening longitudinally 
into one another. Fistons are secured on shafts jour-

naled in bearings on the cylinder-heads and extend FREIGHT AND PASSENGER ELEVATOR.-JOHN Ballway ApplIancelj. 
beyond the heads to connect with the machinery to be H. MOON, Portland, Ore. The cage of this elevator CAR-COUPLING.-JOHN G. SHERRILL, Gordon, Tex. 
driven. The pistons m'e mounted to turn in unison with- slides in the nsool elevator guide beams. Embracing the The car-coupling of this inventor is of the hook-and
in the cylinders, and are formed on their peripheries top cage-bar is a clevis. Between the clevis and the bar catch type, the two .parts being adapted for automatic 
with spiral piston-heads running in opposite directions. a spring is arranged A hoisting rope and its pulley are engagement with each other. The coupling has a draw
One piston-head fits into the spiral groove formed by attached to this hanger. Links are pivoted on the pulley head in which a pusher-bar slides longitudinally and is 
the piston-head of the other piston. The spiral grooves axle, which axle passes through the hanger. Spring- actuated outwardly. A rockable coupling-hook havIng a 
hltye a long pitch, whereby the use of extra geanng for levers are connected with the links, and pendent rods and notch in the circular edge on its flat r€llr end is pivoted 
the connection of the piston.helds is avoided. At the slidable blocks have projections to engage the guide on the pusher-hRr. A detent-dog is spring-pres"ed to
ends of the cylinders are steam-chests into which open frame. ward the notch of the coupling.hook. A lever is pivoted 
the ends of the spiral grooves of the pistons. The steam- LIFT FOR BINDING-MACHlNES.-OLE JOHAN AN- on the draw. head and is shackled to the detent· dog so 
chests have ports and a rom."Y reversing valve located DREASON, Copenhagen, Denmark. 'l'he new and char- as to actuate the dog when rocked. An arch-piece on 
between a steam·inlet port and an exhaust-port and con- acteristic features of this machine consist in the arrange- the car· body is adapted to hold the lever when rocked, 
trolling the inlet and the exhaust. ment of a second carrying belt lying above the common to lock or release the coupling-hook. 

GAS OR OIL ENGINE. -FRANK S. MEAD. MOllt- carrying belt, and provided with pikes to carry along RAILWAY- SIGNAL.-JEHU D. BUNDY and ARTHUR 
real, Canada. In this improved engine, adapted to be the crop, by which arrangement the crop gathered L. JACKSON, De Kalb. Tex. This signaling apparatus is 
run either by gaseons or liquid fuel, tbe gas Is fed and caunot accumulate on the picking-up teeth. The designed to be attached to locomotive engines and to be 
miXjld with fresh f.ir B'{/l'r entming thp working-eham- teeth are so arrangEd each. on its revolving arm, that thrown Into action by a detent on the track. "l'he detent 
ber of the power-cylinder. The amount of fuel used i. the single teeth, independently of one 'anotlier;' Can' 'iii coiitiiillea'by'tliiiswitCli:"s6 ·thitt'w1i�tI the-'sWJtCh 11(' 
completely controlled by a governor, according to the follow the varying surface of the ground and, conse- opened the sigual o f  the locomotive engine is actuated 
amount of work to be performed, mai!ltalning at the quently, always grasp below the crop. Firm, but ad- and the encine·drlver is informed in time to check the 
�ame time a umform speed under varying conditions of justable guide-wires are placed .t the side of and on a train. The apparatus is automatic in its action and will 
load. In most gas·engines, the vaporizing chambers are level with or a little In front of the upper ends of the therefore he actuated indepenilently of signalmen, thus 
placed in the path of the air pasaing from the air com- teeth for picking up, between these and the lower carry- considerably lessening the danger of accidents Incident 
pression chamb�r to the power cylinder, and hence do ing belt. These guide-wires asaist in preventing the to negligence. 
not maintain sufficient heat for economy. The inventor crop from sliding away between the teeth. The belt pre
of this engine places the vaporiziug chamber so as to be vents the upper ends of the teeth from being squeezed 
independent of this air pllB.age, the only matter pass- when the crop is passmg. 
ing through the chamber coming from the sprayiLg WOOD-EMBOSSING MACHINE. -ALOIS KoHLER, device. New York city. This invention provides an improvement MECHANISM FOR OVERCOMING DEAD CEN-

E S W H N t T The in those wood-embossing machines employing a circular T R .- ILLIE . JOHNSON. avaso a, ex. die to impIess a pattern in the wood. The rotary die is present invention is an improvement upon devices pa- adjustable in angular position. An endless belt forms tented by the same inventor to overcome dead-centers. the work-supporting table, and is composed of connected Wi�h the crank-shaft and th� recipr�cating rOd. in 
.
an slats having upwardly-projecting knees at one end engme the dead· center mechamsm prOVIded by thIS 10- adapted to toke the side-thrust, and teeth formed on ventor is so connected that it will operate alternately their inner sides. A toothed pinion is mounted to rotate about two centers as two !evef8, �nd then about one in engagement with the teeth of tbe slats, and is located center as �ne lever . . Lo�kmg deVIces alternately lock I immediately below the die. Bearing bars are placed at the mechamsm about ItS SIngle and .douhle . centers. � each end of the slats and overlap the ends and bottom valve-gear is ope�ated 'by these lockmg uclvICes to admIt sides thereof. steam to the cyhnder at the dead-center pomts, thus do-

ing effective work when the crank is on the dead-center. COMBING MACHINE.-ANTHONY GUNERMAN, nd� 

Elect rlcal IlDprovelDents. 

UNDERGROUND ELECTRICRAIL W A Y.-CHARLES 
W. JENKINS, Richmond, Va. In the conduit provided 
by the inventor for his railway, a yoke i� provided having 
a central post. Hand-hole casings extend from the yoke 
in the direction of. the length of the track. An insulating 
side beam spans this casing and a transverse insulating 
beam is supported at its ends by the side beams and the 
slot-plates carried by the yoke. By this arrangement of 
transverse insulators and side beams of wood, the in_ 

sulators can' be spaced a coIisiderable distance from 
any point of contact with the earth, and thus reduce to a 
minimum the loss of power incident to a more direct con
nection. 

Mechanical Devices. 

TRANSPORTATION-APPARATUS. - NORMAN B. 
LANE, Lane's Mills, Pa. This improved transportation 
apparatu. is designed to turnish a kit especially service
able in the Klondike regions. In this apparatus are com· 
bined a boat, a sled, a storehouse, a place of abode, and 
a vehicle adapted for use on narrow bridle-paths. The 
apparatus consists essentilllly of a boat provided with. 
brackets, in which wheels are supported, with runners 
extending along the bottom, and with carrier-bars, so that 
the apparatus can be carried by two men. 

BRICK-CUTTING TABLE. -JAMES C. STFELE. 
State.ville, N. C. This apparatus belongs to that class 
of machines in which the clilyis fed in continuous bars 
to the cutting devices. These cutting devices are ope
rated from a main shaft having a crank projection. The 
feed of the clay to the cutting devices operates a pulley. 
A pivoted detent is arranged at one end to engage the 
crank-projection of the main shaft. A projection is con
nected with the pulley to operate the detent whereby the 
operation of the cutting devices will be controlled by the 
on-feed of the clay bar. The bed-plates which support 
the clay to secure a square, clean cut, are so controlled 
as not to interfere with the movement of the clay over 
the taDle or carriage. 

boken, and GEORGE SCHACHT, Jersey City, N. J. The 
machine forming the subject of this invention is an im
provement upon a similar apparatus patented by the 
£tame inventors. In the present machine a reciprocat
ing upper comb is provided. having reversible tooth
carrying bars, the teeth of these bars being inclined. A 
lower comb is also provided having tooth-carrying bars 
mounted to rock. The toothed carrying-bars of the 
lower comb may be rocked by the action of the upper 
comb. Locking devices are provided for the toothed 
bars of the lower comb, whereby these toothed bars may 
be held stotior,ary when desired. 

DRILL.-THOMAS W. GRAY, Peoli, O. In this drill 
a frame is pro,;ded that comprises two sections sliding 
one upon the other, one section being provided with 
ratchet teeth. Dogs are mounted in the .ections of the 
frame without teeth and are held in engagement with 
the ratchet teeth by means of a spring. These dogs are 
provided with gear-teeth meshing with one another, and 
the shaft of one of the dogs is exteuded to receive a 
crank. 

REVERSING MECHANISM. - FRANK S. MEAD, 
Montreal, Canada. The purpose of this invention is to 
provIde a reversing mechanism for propeller-shafl« l).y 
means of which the driven shaft may be quickly re
versed or released without changing the direction of the 
power-shaft. An annular pulley running continuously 
in one direction drives from its inside 8urface an id1e
pulley rotatably mounted on a stud and held in one po
sition circumferentially relative to the annular pulley. A 
driven-pulley is made movable to engage either the 
driving-pulley or the idle· pulley. 

BRICK-MACHINE -JOHN ROWE, SidneY,Ia. This 
brick-machine is provided with a former having .ets of 
openings, of which the openings in a succeeding set are 
larger than those in the preceding set. A presser oper
ates in conjunction with the former to press the material 
successively in layers through the sets of openings into 
the registering compartments of the sanded molds 
Means are provided to bring the sanded molds into pOSI
tion at the openings of the former. 
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1UIscellaneous Inventions. 

CASING OR TUBEELEVATOR.·-SCOTT E. LEECH 

and GEORGE ASLETT, Mannington, W. Va. The present 
invention is an improvement in elevating devices for use 
in lifting casing or tubings such as are u.ed in wells. 
The links by which the casing is suspended are readily 
detochable, so that in case one or both such links should 
break, they can be readily removed and another inserted 
in a few moments, thua saving the expense and loss of 
time required to return the device to a repair shop. 

FOLDING-UMBRELLA. - FRANK G. GROVE and 
FRANK E. STOVER, Luray, Va. These inventors have pro
vided improvements in those collapsible umbrellas hav
ing ribs made In sections adapted to slide on one another. 
One of these .ections in the present umbrella is free at 
its Inner end and curved or defl''Cted at this free end, 
thereby springing into engagement with the other sec
tion, whereby the two sections are interlocked By de
pre88ing or straighteniug the curved portion, the sections 
may be unlocked. The handle of the umbrella ls made 
in sections which are screw-jointed. A special locking 
device is provided, by means of which the handle-sec
tions are prevented from rotating one on the other. 

ATTACHMENT FOR BUOY·CABLES.-CHARLES 
A. HUTCHINS, Halifax, Canada. In the me of floating 
buoys, it frequently happens that changes in the tides 
and winds cause the cable to be fouled either with itself 
or with the bottom, 80 that the cable Is shortened and 
the efficiency of the buoy is impaired; or, in a heavy sea, 
the buoy is liable to part the cable and go adrift. The 
inventor avoids these difficulties by holding the loose 
folds of the cable off the bottom of the body of water 
in which the buoy Is Dlaced so that the cable is slacked 
off and token in according to the strain from the buoy. 
The strain in tbe mooring Is also relieved by employing a 
drag against the strain from the floating buoy, so that as 
a heavv sea .trike" the buoy, the strain on the cable is 
transn;itted fir.t to the drag and thence In a diminished 
degree to the mooring itself. 

Designs. 

SPOON OR SIMILAR ARTICLE.-AusTrN F. JACK
SON, Taunton, Ma... The leading feature of this design 
is the arabesque ornamentation of the inner end of the 
handle and the adjacent portion of the bowl or body. 
Another feature is the ornamentotion of the outer end 
of the handle. 'fhe shank or intermediate portion of 
the m'ticle Is ribbed and s ightly tapered. 

STAMP. - JOSEPH ROTHSCHILD, New York city. 
This design con81.ts of a base or body from which de
pends the character-strip. A handle extends upwardly 
from the middle of the base or body and has a flattened 
portion ill a plane approximately parallel to the inner 
face of the base-block. 

NOTE.-Copi"s of any of these patents will be furn
ished by Munn & Co. for 10 cents each. Please send 
the name of the patentee, title of the invention, and date 
of this paper. 
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